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Abstract
We consider the numerical integration of high-order linearnon-homogeneous differential
equations, written as first order homogeneous linear equations, and using exponential meth-
ods. Integrators like Magnus expansions or commutator-free m thods belong to the class
of exponential methods showing high accuracy on stiff or oscillatory problems, but the
computation of the exponentials or their action on vectors can be computationally costly.
The first order differential equations to be solved presents an algebraic structure (asso-
ciated with the companion matrix) which allows to build new methods (hybrid methods
between Magnus and commutator-free methods). The new methods are of similar accuracy
as standard exponential methods with a reduced complexity.Additional parameters can be
included into the scheme for optimization purposes. We illustrate how these methods can
be obtained and present several sixth-order methods which are tested in several numerical
experiments.
1. Introduction
In this work we consider the numerical integration of theNth-order non-autonomous
and non-homogeneous linear differential equation
L(t)x = g(t), (1)
whereL(t) is a non-autonomous linear operator
L(t)x = x(N) + fN−1(t)x(N−1) + · · · + f1(t)x′ + f0(t)x, (2)
andx,g ∈ Cm×d, fi ∈ Cm×m, x(i) ≡ d
i x
dti .
It is usual to write eq. (1) as a first order non-homogeneous linear system of equations.
However, to simplify the analysis, we write the non-homogeneous problem as a1 (N + 1)-
dimensional homogeneous problem by introducingz= (y,1)T ∈ CN+1, y ≡ (y1, . . . , yN)T =
(x, . . . , x(N−1))T , G(t) = (0, . . . ,0,g(t))T ∈ CN which satisfies the homogeneous linear
equation
z′ = M(t)z, z(0) = (y(0),1)T , (3)
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1For simplicity in the presentation and without loos of generality, we will take m= d = 1 andt0 = 0.
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where 0N is the zero vector of dimensionN, andA ∈ CN×N is the companion matrix.
The second order autonomous matrix differential equations of Apostol-Kolodner type
[4, 17] and its generalization to higher order [16, 25]
x(N) = Mx,
belong to this class. These equations have been extensivelytudied and their formal solu-
tion can be written in closed form. However, if the matrixM is time-dependent, a numerical
method is required.
On the other hand, high order nonlinear differential equations of the form
F(t, x, x′, . . . , x(N)) = 0
arise in many fields in physics and engineering (see [5, 20, 22, 26] and references therein)
either with initial or boundary conditions. The shooting method for the problem with
boundary conditions usually requires the numerical integration of a non-autonomous lin-
ear equation. The method of quasilinearization also requirs the numerical integration of
non-autonomous linear equations of the form (1), iteratively [5].
We also remark that the numerical integration of a close to a linear problem
L(t)x = g(t) + ǫN(t, x), (5)
where|ǫ| ≪ 1 andN is a nonlinear operator depending ont, x, . . . , x(N−1), can be efficiently
carried out if the linear part is numerically integrated to arelatively high accuracy and
separately from the non-linear part. Then, splitting methods f r perturbed problems can be
used and have shown a high performance [9].
In the autonomous situation, the solution of (3) can be written in closed form
z(t) = exp(tM)z(0), (6)
or, equivalently,
y(t) = etAy(0)+ tϕ(tA)g = y(0)+ tϕ(tA)(Ay(0)+ g), (7)
whereϕ(z) = (ez−1)/z. In some cases it can be more convenient, from the numerical point
of view, to use approximations to the exponential matrix acting on a vector and in some
other cases the use of theϕ matrix acting on a vector is preferable [1, 13, 19, 21, 24].
If the problem is explicitly time-dependent a closed-form solution is not available and
numerical methods have to be used on a time mesh (for simplicity, we consider a constant
time step:t0 = 0, t1 = h, . . . , tN = Nh= t f ). Standard methods like Runge–Kutta, multistep
or extrapolation methods are, in general, not suitable for pr blems where the matrixA has
a relevant algebraic structure (e.g. iffN−1 = 0 the system is volume preserving) or if the
solution is oscillatory.
Alternatively, one can use exponential methods like Magnusand Fer expansions or
commutator-free methods. They preserve the algebraic struture of the exact solution and
show a high performance for stiff and oscillatory problems. The main drawback is the
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computational cost to compute the action of the exponentials on vectors. While the com-
putation of the exponential of a companion matrix acting on avector can be carried out
at a moderate cost for relatively small time steps, the exponents appearing in Magnus and
Fer methods are much more involved (and computationally costly) due to their reduced
sparsity.
Commutator-free methods correspond, for this problem, to ac mposition of exponen-
tials of companion matrices and then can be computed efficiently. The main difficulty is
that at least two exponentials are necessary to obtain fourth-order methods in the time step,
h, and at least five for sixth-order methods2. In addition, for methods of order greater than
four, at least one of these companion matrices has to be integrated backwards in time, and
this could cause step-size restrictions for stiff problems.
In this work, we analyze the structure of the elements associated with the Lie algebra
generated by the matrixM(t) evaluated at a given set of points, sayM1 = M(τ1), . . . ,Mk =
M(τk) for some values ofτ1, . . . , τk. By definition, linear combinations or commutators of
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which we callcompanion matrixwhenσ , 0. Notice that, whenσ = 0 the computation of
exp(Cσ) is trivial.
The following properties for the exponential of matrices ortheir action on vectors will
be used in this work:


















































If k2 ≪ k then, sinceB2 ∈ Ck2×k2, it is very simple and cheap to computeϕ(B2) and, conse-
quently, exp(B) or its action on a vector. Givenv = (vk1, vk2, vk3)
T ∈ Ck, B = (B1, B2, B3) ∈
C
k2×k and denotingB · v = B1vk1 + B2vk2 + B3vk3 ∈ Ck2, we have that
exp(B)v = (vk1, vk2 + ϕ(B2)(B · v), vk3).
For the schemes derived below, the matricesB2 will have small norms, typicallyB2 = O(hs)
with s ≥ 2, and the matrixϕ(B2) can then be approximated, for example, using only the
first few terms of its Taylor expansion.
We also stress the following properties of some elements of this Lie algebra:
1. If σ = 0, thenCσ=0 is a matrix with only one row with non zero elements (k2 = 1).




[Cσ1,Cσ2] = Cσ1Cσ2 −Cσ2Cσ1
is a matrix with only two rows with non zero elements and it is also trivial to compute
the exponential of this matrix (k2 = 2).
3. Each additional commutator introduces a new non-empty row in the matrix.
We analyze how to obtain numerical methods at different orders by considering expo-
nentials of elements of the Lie algebra such that the evaluation of the exponential for these
elements can be cheaply and efficiently computed. Apart from the order conditions, there
are additional constraints to be considered, for example, sixth-order methods without com-
mutators necessarily involve the exponential of a companion matrix, eCσ , with a negative
σ.
Allowing exponentials of elements of the Lie algebra with a low computational cost
which includes certain commutators, we derive sixth-orderm thods with positiveσ.
1.1. Numerical integration by standard methods: Runge–Kutta methods
We consider Runge–Kutta (RK) methods as a representative ofstandard numerical in-
tegrators. The general class ofs-stage (explicit or implicit) Runge–Kutta methods are char-
acterized by the real numbersai j , bi (i, j = 1, . . . , s) andci =
∑s
j=1 ai j . For this linear
problem they take the form




ai j M jZ j , i = 1, . . . , s




bi MiZi , (10)
whereMi = M(tn + cih). If ai j = 0, j ≥ i then the method is explicit and one can compute
(and store) the vectorsZ1, . . . ,Zs sequentially. Otherwise, the method is implicit and one
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Explicit RK methods require onlys productsMZ and they need to stores vectors
(MiZi , i = 1, . . . , s). In this sense, RK methods can be considered as very cheap methods.
However, in general, they requiresevaluations of the functionsfi(t) (some methods require
less number of evaluations and this depends on the nodes,ci , of the method) and, since
they can be considered as polynomial approximations to the solution, a poor performance
is expected for stiff and oscillatory problems.
On the other hand, implicit RK methods can reach order 2s and are suitable for stiff
problems, but they require to compute the inverse of a matrixof dimension (sN) × (sN)
whose computational cost, in general, iss3 times more expensive than the inverse of a
matrix of dimensionN × N (e.g. for sixth-order methods withs = 3 we have that the
inverse of this matrix is abouts3 = 27 times more expensive than the inverse of a matrix of
dimensionN × N).
Exponential methods like Magnus integrators or commutator-free methods usually show
a high accuracy and in this work, we propose new composition of exponentials with sim-
ilar accuracy at lower computational cost. The order conditions for the new composition
methods are obtained by equating with the formal solution given by the Magnus series ex-
pansion in a similar way as the Taylor method is used to obtainthe order conditions for
RK method after expanding all terms. For this reason, we briefly r view some results for
Magnus integrators.
4
2. Magnus based integrators
Given the homogeneous linear equation (3), with formal solution, z(t) = Φ(t)z(0), the
Magnus expansion expresses the fundamental matrix solution in terms of a single exponen-
tial as [18]





whose terms,Ωk(t), are linear combinations of integrals and nested commutators involving












dt2[M(t1),M(t2)], . . . (11)
The algebraic problem to numerically approximateΩ considerably simplifies if we use














i = 0,1, . . . , s− 1. Hereαi = O(hi) and then it can be considered as an element with grade





























where [i j . . . kl] represents the nested commutator [αi , α j , [. . . , [αk, αl ] . . .]]]. However,
from the computational point of view, it is more convenient to replace the elementsαi
(derivatives) by linear a combination of the matrixM(t) evaluated at the nodes of a given
quadrature rule (integrals). For example, it is possible tobuild methods of order 2s with
only s symmetric collocation points [14]. In order to obtain methods which can be eas-
ily used with any quadrature rule, we introduce the averaged(or generalized momentum)












tiA(t + t1/2)dt, (15)
for i = 0, . . . , s− 1 wheret1/2 = tn + h/2.
To second order, we can takeα1 = A(0) (neglecting higher order terms), to order four,
we can set (see [7] and references therein)
α1 = A
(0), α2 = 12A
(1), (16)




A(0) − 15A(2), α2 = 12A(1), α3 = −15A(0) + 180A(2). (17)
If bi , ci , i = 1, . . . , k denote the weights and nodes of a given quadrature rule of order











A j , i = 0, . . . , s− 1, (18)
3We denote byΩ[p] an approximation (no unique) to the solutionΩ up to orderhp, i.e.Ω[p] = Ω +O(hp+1).
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with A j ≡ A(tn + c jh), and the corresponding numerical methods will remain of order 2s.
Notice that, whileΩ[2] has the same sparsity asA, this is not the case forΩ[p] with
p > 2, and then the computational cost of the exponential (or itsac ion on a vector) can
grow considerably.
To circumvent this problem we can consider, for example, commutator-free methods
which we briefly present.
2.1. Commutator-free Magnus integrators
Commutator-free (CF) methods can be a simple and effici nt alternative to solve the
non-autonomous problem (3). These methods can be written, for one time steph andm
stages, as the composition
zn+1 = exp(hCσm) · · · exp(hCσ2) exp(hCσ1)zn (19)
where eachCσk has the structure given in (8) and must satisfy the consistency condition
∑m
k=1σk = 1.
Second order methods.Second order methods can be obtained with the very simple scheme
zn+1 = exp(α1)zn = exp(M
(0))zn, (20)
which could also be categorized as a second order Magnus or Fer integrator, and where we
can approximateM(0), e.g., using the midpoint or the trapezoidal rule, i.e.,





(M(tn) + M(tn + h)).
Fourth order methods.An additional exponential is needed for fourth-order methods. A








































































M(t + c2h) − M(t + c1h)
)
Gaussian quadrature rule,
wherec1 = 12 −
√
3

































In general, the 2-exponential method provides slightly more accurate results. However,
for the problem of interest (3)-(4), it is obvious from (12) tha α1 = hM(h/2) has the
structure of a companion matrix (8), while the matrices associated withαi , i > 1 have only




























where 0m×n denotes a zero matrix of dimensionm×n andF(1×N+1) = (F1, . . . , FN+1) denotes









written in a very simple closed form. Thus, the three-exponential method (22) is, in general,
faster to compute than its counterpart with two exponentials (21) and can be more efficient.
Example 1. Let us consider the following fourth-order non-homogeneuslinear equation
x(4) + f2(t)x
′′
















, g = erf(t).
Notice that




= I + M(1),
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being an algorithm with less complexity than the 2-exponential method because it only
requires exponentiation of one companion matrix.
In Figure 1, we show the 2-norm error of the fundamental matrix solution atT = 10
versus the number of time dependent function evaluations ofthe extended matrixM(t). We
compare with the explicit standard 4-stage fourth-order RKmethod (RK4) whereM(t) is
evaluated at the same nodes as the Simpson rule, and the implicit 2-stage fourth-order RK
method whereM(t) is evaluated at Gaussian nodes (GaussL4). The momentum integrals
for the exponential methods have also been computed using Gaussian quadrature.
This problem has oscillatory solutions and the exponentialmethods are much more
accurate at the same number of time-dependent function evaluations. Naturally, one also
has to take into account the number of operations: In addition to the evaluations of the time-
dependent functions, the explicit RK method requires a small number of products (and to
store 4 vectors), the implicit RK method has to invert a matrix of twice the dimension
of M(t), and it is considerably more costly than the explicit method. The fourth-order
exponential integrators Magnus integrator (Mag4, see (16)), the 2-exponential CF method
from (21) (CF42) and the 3-exponential CF method (22) (CF43)require to approximate the
exponentials up to a given order of accuracy [1]. The method CF42 is the most accurate
but CF43, which is only slightly less accurate, is cheaper tocompute. ✷.
In general, sixth-order CF methods use compositions withm ≥ 5 exponentials [2, 10]
and in each of them it appearsα1, which is the element which makes the computation of
the exponential to be relatively involved. In addition, at least in one of the exponentials
α1 appears multiplied by a negative coefficient. These results motivated us to extend the
analysis to order six.
We analyze new composition methods which allows us to obtainsixth-order methods
with positive coefficients while being cheaper to compute that the existing CF methods.
3. New hybrid composition methods
In the present Lie algebra from the system (3)-(4), not only the matrix associated with
α2 has a particularly simple structure. We observe that the following elements are very
7

















Figure 1: Error in norm of the fundamental matrix solution,‖Φ(T,0) − Φap(T,0)‖, whereΦap denotes the nu-






















































i.e., they only contain one and two non-empty rows and their norms are proportional to
O(h3) andO(h j+k), respectively.
The goal is to build composition methods with as few exponentials involving the ele-
mentα1 as possible at a given order while leaving the remaining exponentials with cheaply
computable matrices.
In our analysis, we only consider time-symmetric methods, i.e. a mapsS(h) such that
S−1(h) = S(−h). This approach simplifies the construction of methods and the meth-
ods share this property with the exact solution. In general,the most efficient compo-
sition methods in the literature have this symmetry. In order to consider a symmetric
composition we proceed as follows, givenC1(h),C2(h) odd and even functions ofh, i.e.,






We have studied the following sixth-order schemes which aren med by the number of
exponentials that involveα1.
One-exponential method.We part from the fourth-order method (22) and suppose we use
a sixth-order quadrature rule. Then,α3 can be added to the symmetric composition and it
















This schemes has two parameters,z1, z2. Using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) for-
mula and equating to (14), we find that, by consistency,z1 + 2z2 = 1/12, and this leaves us
with a free parameter which can be used to reduce the error. Sincez1, z2 multiply α3, they
will appear linearly on the leading error terms at order 5 in [23] and [113]. If we consider
that the commutator [113] (which contains two operatorsα1) is more relevant for the error
of the method, we can use the free parameter to cancel this term.
On the other hand, since a commutator contains only two non-empty rows, we could
add to the first and last exponential a linear combination of the commutators [12], [13] and
[23]. Since [12], [23] are odd operators inh we will include them distributed symmetrically.
8
The operator [13] is even inh and will thus be distributed skew-symmetrically. In this way,
we obtain the following symmetric composition scheme whichcontains six free parameters







Apparently, there is the same number of order conditions as parameters, however, we found
that there is a free parameter which we can use to reduce some of the error terms at leading
order. In a similar way to the optimization process mentioned for the fourth-order method,





















The next question is: can we obtain an eight-order method adding new terms of similar
complexity to the previous scheme?
If we use an eight-order quadrature rule,α4 has to be included in the scheme and the









[34], [124], [223], [313], [412], [1114], [1123], [1312], [2113], [2212],
[11113], [11212], [21112], [111112]
)
,
whereΩ[6] is given in (14) andL denotes a linear combination of the elements which are







We have four new parameters,a1,a2,a3,a4 multiplying terms withα4 which must satisfy
a1+2z5a3 = 1/80 in order to match the condition for [14] which is necessaryfo the method
to be of order six. The three remaining parameters are used toreduce the error from the
terms [34], [124], [412], [1114]. To reach order eight, 11 parameters are needed, but only
10 independent terms are available including all combinatio s with double commutators,
and this has not been explored.




(0) − 15A(2), α2 = 15(5A(1) − 28A(3)),
α3 = −15A(0) + 180A(2), α4 = −140(3A(1) − 20A(3)).
Two-exponential method.Next, we explore the following scheme with seven parameters






There is a free parameter that, as in the previous case, is used to cancel the coefficient
























Three-exponential method.A third exponential opens the possibility of a negative coeffi-





Two real solutions are obtained, one withz1 < 0 and the other withz3 < 0. The solution
with z1 < 0 is:
z1 = −0.134081437730954855148833, z2 = −0.012669129450624949118909,
z3 = 0.567040718865477427574417, z4 = 0.156797955467217572935920,
z5 = 0.032555028141095211662211, z6 = 0.015446203250883929563910,
z7 = 0.015446203250883929563910.
(28)
At least three exponentials includingα1 are necessary in order to solve the order conditions
associated with the elements of the algebraα1, [12] and [1112] without using commutators.
This was not possible with the one- and two-exponential methods.
4. Numerical Examples
In this section we analyse the performance of the following methods:
• The 7-stage sixth-order explicit RK method (RK6) with coefficients given in [12,
page 177] which requires 5 new evaluations of the matrixM(t) per step.
• The 3-stage sixth-order implicit Runge-Kutta-Gauss-Legendr method (GaussL6)
which requires 3 new evaluations of the matrixM(t) per step.
• The one-exponential sixth-order Magnus integrator (Mag6)using the Gauss quadra-
ture rule [8].
• The 6-exponential sixth-order CF method (CF6) from [2].
• The 1-exponential sixth-order Hybrid method (H61) given in(25).
• The 2-exponential sixth-order Hybrid method (H62) given in(27).
• The 3-exponential sixth-order Hybrid method (H63) given in(28).
As a first test, we repeat the numerical integration in Example 1. The results are shown
in Figure 2. We observe that all exponential methods are clearly superior to the explicit and
implicit RK methods. The CF6 method is the most accurate, butthe hybrid methods are
cheaper to compute. Obviously, the relative computationalcost between them will depend
on each particular problem, but the the cost of H61 and H62 could be up to twice cheaper
the cost of the method CF6. In addition, these two methods have positive coefficients
multiplying α1 and this could be of interest for some problems.
As we have mentioned, the solution of this equation is oscillatory. When the coefficients
of the equation oscillate with a frequency close to the frequency of the system, a parametric
resonance can appear. This is the case, e.g. for the well known Mathieu equationx′′+ (w2+
ǫ cos(t))x = 0 for w close the resonant valuesw = 0,1,2, . . ..
Example 2. Let us now consider the same fourth-order non-homogeneus linear equation
x(iv) + f2(t)x
′′
+ f0(t)x = g(t), (29)
but with
f0(t) = 5(1+ ecos(ωt)) , f2(t) = 4(1+ esin(ωt)) , (30)
that has parametric resonances for values ofω aroundω = 1 andω = 2. We takeω = 2 and
integrate the fundamental matrix solution until the final time t f = 10 and we repeat it until
10

















Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1 for the sixth-order methods. HereH62 andH63 denote the new sixth-order hybrid
methods with two and three exponentials given by (25) and (27), respectively.













































Figure 3: The two-norm error in the fundamental matrix solution f r the sixth-order methods applied to the
problem (29)-(30) computed at the final timest f = 10 (left figures) andt f = 100 (right figures) for the choices
e= 1/10 (top figures) ande= 1/2 (bottom figures).
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t f = 100. The solution is very sensitive to the parameterand we repeat the computations
for e= 1/10 ande= 1/2. Figure 3 shows the results obtained.
We observe that the error grows with the final time as well as with the choice of the
parametere, and the new hybrid methods show an excellent performance since they are
among the most accurate as well as the cheapest to compute (apart from the explicit RK
method which show a very poor performance). Similar resultsare obtained for the nu-
merical integration of the Mathieu equation for values of the parameters in the instability
region. If one is interested in finding the stability regionsfor a given set of parameters of
the equation, usually this is done with the numerical integration of the equations repeat-
edly for many different choices of the parameters and efficient methods need to be fast and
accurate. The methods presented in this work are thus of great int rest for such problems.
5. Conclusions
We have studied the numerical integration of high-order linear non-homogeneous dif-
ferential equations written as first order homogeneous linear equations (which show a
particular algebraic structure in terms of the companion matrix) using exponential meth-
ods. We have shown how to build new methods which are hybrids between Magnus and
commutator-free methods. The new methods can reach similaraccuracy as standard ex-
ponential methods, but with a reduced complexity. Additional parameters can be included
into the scheme for optimization purposes. We have shown howto obtain the order condi-
tions to build sixth-order methods and several methods are obtained. The performance of
the new methods has been tested on several numerical problems.
As a further application of the results of the present work, we remark that homogeneous
non-autonomous linear differential equations describe the evolution of many dynamical
systems in classical and quantum mechanics (see [6, 7] and references therein) as well as
in biology [23] or engineering [3, 5, 11]. It is straightforward to extend the here presented
analysis to the class of homogeneous non-autonomous equations
x′ = M(t)x, (31)
whereM(t) = A+B(t) such that the evaluation of exp(M t)) is computationally demanding
but exp(B(t)) can be trivially computed. One can either use the methods derived in this
work or build new exponential methods for particular problems. This requires the analysis
of the Lie algebra associated with the MatrixM(t). If the analysis carried out on a family
of problems indicate that some other elements of the Lie algebra can also be efficiently
computed, these elements can also be considered in the scheme in a similar way as shown
in this work.
On the other hand, it is well known that the computational cost of a given method
strongly depends on the problem to be solved. As we have mentioned, ans-stage fully
implicit RK method requires to compute the inverse of a largematrix which is abouts3
times the cost of the inverse of aN × N matrix, and the inverse of a matrix can be carried
out at the cost of 4/3 the product of two matrices [1]. Then, for a sixth-order method with
s= 3 the total cost is 3 evaluations of theM(t) ands3 43 = 36 products. On the other hand,
one can approximatehM using a Pad́e approximation up to accuracy of orderO(h10) with
3 products and one inverse, i.e. at the cost of only (4+1/3) products (or using the Paterson-
Stockmeyer scheme to compute the Taylor expansion up toO(h9) with only 4 products [1]).
Obviously, the cost of each matrix-matrix multiplication will depend on the sparsity of the
matrix, and this is different for Magnus and commutator-free methods as well as for the
new methods. This analysis has to be undertaken in order to determine the most efficient
method for a given problem class or, for the design of new methods along the procedures
of this work (possibly using extra parameters for optimization).
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